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Abstract: During epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), cells lose epithelial characteristics and acquire mesenchymal properties. These two processes are genetically separable and governed by distinct transcriptional programs, rendering the EMT outputs highly heterogeneous. Our recent study shows that the mesenchymal products generated by EMT often express multiple pericyte markers, associate with and stabilize blood vessels to fuel tumor growth, thus phenotypically and functionally resembling pericytes. Therefore, some EMT events represent epithelial-to-pericyte transition (EPT). The serum response factor (SRF) plays key roles in both EMT and differentiation of pericytes, and may inherently confer the pericyte attributes on EMT cancer cells. By impacting their intratumoral location and cell surface receptor expression, EPT may enable cancer cells to receive and respond to angiocrine factors produced by the vascular niche, and develop therapy resistance.
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1. Overview of Epithelial-to-Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) in Cancer

Most human cancers are malignancies of epithelial cells. Epithelial cells are tightly connected to each other by multiple types of intercellular junctions, which restrain their mobility. However, through a reprogramming process known as epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), epithelial cells can dissolve cell–cell adhesions, reorganize the actin cytoskeleton, and transform into spindle-shaped mesenchymal cells with enhanced migratory and invasive capabilities [1,2]. During EMT, epithelial markers (e.g., the adherens junction protein E-cadherin and the tight junction proteins claudins) are downregulated, while mesenchymal markers (e.g., the adhesion protein N-cadherin, the intermediate filament protein vimentin, fibroblast-specific protein 1 [FSP1], and smooth muscle α-actin [SMA]) are upregulated [1,2]. The EMT program is executed in response to EMT-inducing signals that activate the expression of core transcription factors called EMT-TFs, such as Snai1/2, Zeb1/2, and Twist [1,3]. The EMT-TFs play a central role in driving EMT by directly or indirectly repressing epithelial genes.

The cardinal features of EMT have led to the prevailing hypothesis that EMT is crucial for cancer metastasis [4]. EMT liberates epithelial tumor cells from the surrounding tissue and thus promotes tumor invasion and metastatic spread. In addition, the EMT-TFs possess intrinsic activities to overcome apoptosis and oncogene-induced senescence; therefore, EMT may also foster tumor initiation [5]. Finally, EMT confers stemness-related properties and resistance to conventional radiation and chemotherapy, molecularly targeted therapy, and immunotherapy [4,6,7]. Overall, EMT exhibits multifaceted functions in tumor formation, disease progression, and therapy resistance.

However, the impact of EMT in cancer is still far from fully understood. In fact, recent studies have cast doubts on the actual contribution of EMT to metastasis [8]. In mouse models of breast cancer,
lineage-tracing experiments showed that most metastatic cancer cells never activate the promoters of FSP1 and vimentin, two bona fide mesenchymal markers, and moreover, inhibition of EMT does not affect spontaneous lung metastasis formation, suggesting that EMT is dispensable for metastasis [9]. Genetic studies in mouse pancreatic cancer models demonstrated that metastasis development is independent of Snai1 and Twist [10], but partially requires Zeb1 [11]. Therefore, the functional consequences of EMT are highly context-dependent. Given the wide spectrum of intermediate phases of EMT [6], the significance of EMT in cancer remains to be elucidated. The fates and roles of epithelial tumor cells naturally transitioning to a mesenchymal state in vivo are largely elusive.

2. Epithelial-to-Pericyte Transition (EPT)

In our recent study [12], we conducted fate-mapping experiments to track cancer cells that undergo EMT in tumor xenografts in vivo. Breast epithelial cancer cells stably expressing an inducible form of Snai1 can be experimentally induced to initiate EMT. Such cells were fluorescently labeled and mixed with a larger number of regular epithelial cancer cells for tumor transplantation. In the resulting tumor xenografts, the majority of induced EMT cancer cells preferentially reside in the perivascular space and are associated with blood vessels, which is reminiscent of pericytes. Multiple mesenchymal cancer cell lines (including Hs578T triple-negative breast cancer cells), which are considered featuring a permanent EMT phenotype, also display similar vascular association in tumor xenografts.

Pericytes are specialized mesenchymal cells that coat and stabilize the endothelium of small blood vessels [13,14]. Pericytes are generally defined based on a combination of mesenchymal morphology, periendothelial location, and expression of multiple pericyte markers [13,14]. EMT cancer cells share a similar gene expression profile with pericytes, and indeed, EMT upregulates multiple pericyte markers in cancer cells in vitro [12]. Most Snai1-induced EMT cells in tumor xenografts express the NG2 proteoglycan, which is one of the most commonly referenced pericyte markers and is required for pericyte investment of vasculature [15–17]. Experimental induction of EMT substantially increases the vascular coverage by NG2-expressing cells [12].

Mammary epithelial tumor cells undergo spontaneous EMT in vivo, which is identified by the elongated cell morphology and/or an SMA promoter-driven mesenchymal-specific fluorescent reporter [12]. The majority of spontaneous EMT cells express pericyte markers NG2 and SMA, exhibit close vascular association, and apparently constitute a great proportion of pericytes associated with tumor vasculature [12]. Importantly, depletion of such naturally occurring EMT cancer cells in transplanted tumors strongly diminishes pericyte coverage, impairs vascular integrity, and attenuates tumor growth. The results suggest that EMT enables cancer cells to phenotypically and functionally resemble pericytes, and such cancer-derived pericytes are indispensable for vascular stabilization and sustained tumor growth [12].

During blood vessel maturation, endothelial cells (ECs) secrete platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), which chemoattracts pericytes that express its cognate receptor, PDGFRβ. This paracrine signaling plays a central role in pericyte recruitment and vascular stabilization [13,14,18]. Once recruited to the abluminal surface of endothelium, pericytes make direct peg-and-socket contact or form adhesion plaques with ECs [19]. Expressed in both ECs and pericytes, N-cadherin establishes adherens junctions that strengthen the interaction between the two cell types [19–21]. PDGFRβ and N-cadherin are critically implicated in the pericyte-endothelium association.

EMT markedly activates the expression of both PDGFRβ and N-cadherin in cancer cells [12]. In cancer, PDGFRβ expression is generally restricted to stromal cells of mesenchymal origin, and is absent in epithelial tumor cells [22]. EMT virtually universally upregulates PDGFRβ expression [12,23–28]. Therefore, unlike epithelial cells, EMT cells are able to respond to EC-secreted chemoattractant PDGF and be recruited to vasculature. On the other hand, expression of N- and E-cadherins is usually mutually exclusive, with E-cadherin primarily expressed in epithelial cells and N-cadherin in mesenchymal cells and ECs [29]. Classical cadherins exhibit preferentially homophilic interactions. Epithelial cells are thus unable to form adherens junctions with ECs. Because the
E-cadherin-to-N-cadherin switch is a hallmark of EMT [30], EMT cells acquire the new capability to associate with ECs through homotypic N-cadherin interactions. Our experimental results suggest that both PDGFRβ and N-cadherin are required for EMT cancer cells to associate with ECs in vitro and in vivo [12]. As the induction of PDGFRβ and N-cadherin is a prevalent feature of EMT, EMT may commonly confer key pericyte properties on epithelial cells, thereby often representing epithelial-to-pericyte transition (EPT).

Taken together, we propose that a small subset of epithelial cancer cells undergo EMT, which allows them to detach from adjoining neighboring cells and migrate within the tumor mass. Moreover, due to acquired expression of PDGFRβ and N-cadherin during EMT, the EMT cells are recruited to vasculature through PDGF-mediated chemotaxis, and subsequently establish intercellular adhesion with ECs through homodimerization of N-cadherin present on the plasma surface of both cell types (Figure 1). EMT cancer cells assume the identity of pericytes and perform pericyte function to stabilize tumor vasculature, thereby improving vascular support for the growth of the whole tumor. In short, the EPT program converts epithelial cancer cells into pericytes to fuel tumor growth.

**Figure 1**. Schematic of epithelial-to-pericyte transition (EPT). In response to microenvironmental stimuli (e.g., hypoxia, transforming growth factor β TGFβ), a subset of carcinoma cells in the tumor mass undergo EMT, and consequently acquire increased motility and invasiveness as well as expression of PDGFRβ, N-cadherin, and other pericyte markers. As endothelial cells express N-cadherin and secrete PDGF, the EMT cancer cells are chemoattracted to vasculature via PDGF paracrine signaling and associate with endothelial cells through N-cadherin-mediated adherens junctions. The EMT cells may also upregulate CXCR4 and be recruited to endothelium in response to stromal-derived factor 1 (SDF1). Due to lack of PDGFRβ and N-cadherin, epithelial cancer cells without EMT are unable to respond to PDGF or interact with endothelium. The EMT cancer cells functionally resemble pericytes to stabilize blood vessels to fuel tumor growth.

3. SRF as a Potential Key Regulator of EPT

It remains largely elusive how EMT cells acquire pericyte properties. Pericyte markers are often mesenchymal markers. During EMT, while the repression of epithelial genes by EMT-TFs has been well understood, activation of the mesenchymal phenotype is much less clear. Loss of the epithelial characteristics and acquisition of the mesenchymal properties usually appear to be coupled and concomitant with each other during EMT in vitro; however, these two events are separable in vivo. For instance, transgenic expression of Snai1 in the mouse epidermis reduces E-cadherin expression and intercellular adhesion; however, mesenchymal markers are not ectopically induced in the epidermal cells [31,32]. In another example, FBXO11 is a ubiquitin ligase for Snai1/2 [33,34]. We generated FBXO11-deficient mutant mice, which showed aberrant Snai1/2 protein accumulation and transcriptionally downregulated E-cadherin expression in the epidermis, but no ectopic induction of mesenchymal markers in the mutant epidermal cells [34]. Furthermore, when lung epithelial cells are exposed to TGFβ, a prominent EMT-inducing signal, E-cadherin is downregulated and N-cadherin is upregulated, and cells undergo evident EMT. However, blocking E-cadherin downregulation does not affect N-cadherin upregulation [35]. Collectively, these observations suggest that suppression of the epithelial state and activation of the mesenchymal phenotype are independent and governed by different regulatory programs.
SMA, one of the reliable markers to characterize the mesenchymal products generated by EMT [1,2], is a well-established transcriptional target of serum response factor (SRF) [36–38]. SRF is a transcription factor that binds to a sequence motif known as CArG box present in many smooth muscle-specific gene promoters, and is a paramount determinant of smooth muscle differentiation [36–38]. Blood vessels are generally composed of two interacting cell types: ECs that form the inner lining of the vessel and mural cells that envelop the surface of the endothelial tube. Both vascular smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and pericytes are mural cells [13]. Vascular SMCs cover larger caliber blood vessels, whereas pericytes enwrap blood capillaries. The two cell types share strong phenotypic similarities [13,14]. Pericytes exhibit a number of characteristics consistent with muscle cell activity and express contractile SMA. There is no single molecular marker known that can be used to unequivocally distinguish pericytes from vascular SMCs, and “the field has generally adopted the view that pericytes belong to the same lineage and category of cells as vascular SMCs” [13,14].

SRF is widely expressed and its transcriptional activity is dependent on its coactivators. Myocardin-related transcription factors (MRTFs), including myocardin, MRTF-A, and MRTF-B, comprise a family of closely related transcriptional coactivators that physically associate with SRF and potentiate SRF-dependent gene expression [36–38]. MRTFs are regulated by actin signaling. Cytoplasmic globular actin (G-actin) retains MRTFs in the cytoplasm. Actin polymerization incorporates G-actin into filamentous actin (F-actin), thereby liberating MRTFs to enter the nucleus and interact with SRF. This activates expression of SRF-dependent genes that promote myogenic differentiation and cytoskeletal organization. Gain- and loss-of-function experiments in cultured cells and in mice have shown that MRTFs are indeed critical for vascular SMC gene activation. In addition to SMA, desmin is also a direct transcriptional target gene of SRF [39] and an established marker for pericytes and SMCs [14]. The SRF-MRTF transcriptional program is a central regulator of pericyte/vascular SMC differentiation [36–38].

Intriguingly, accumulating evidence implicates SRF and MRTFs in EMT [1]. Dynamic remodeling of actin cytoskeleton is a major event of EMT. The SRF-MRTF complex is activated by actin filament assembly [37]. The activity of SRF indeed correlates with EMT [40]. TGFβ is probably the best recognized potent inducer of EMT [1]. In renal tubular epithelial cells, TGFβ and disassembly of cell–cell junctions synergistically activate SMA expression and induce EMT [41]. MRTFs are normally localized in the cytoplasm. TGFβ triggers the nuclear translocation of MRTFs especially in epithelial cells with impaired cell–cell contacts, which subsequently act in concert with SRF to drive SMA transcription [41–45]. Ectopic expression of MRTFs in epithelial cells promotes EMT, whereas dominant-negative MRTF or knockdown of MRTF prevents TGFβ-induced EMT and impairs SMA induction [41,42]. In addition, the EMT-TF Zeb1 may also interact with SRF to transactivate the SMA promoter [44]. Overall, SRF and MRTFs critically activate EMT and SMA expression.

We postulate the following model underlying EPT regulation (Figure 2). TGFβ induces the expression of multiple EMT-TFs (primarily through the Smad signaling transducers), which in turn repress epithelial gene expression, causing the loss of epithelial features and enhancing tumor invasion and metastatic dissemination. In parallel, TGF-β signaling promotes the assembly of actin filaments from monomeric G-actin, thereby enabling nuclear import of MRTFs and their subsequent association with SRF in the nucleus to activate mesenchymal/pericyte genes. Mesenchymal acquisition is not required for metastasis [9]. Instead, because it is governed by the SRF-MRTF axis that is crucial for pericyte/SMC differentiation, mesenchymal cells resulting from EMT may inherently acquire myogenic attributes of mural cells and function like pericytes to stabilize blood vessels. Therefore, the SRF-MRTF axis may represent an intrinsic link between EMT cells and pericytes, thus supporting our discovery of EPT. Consistent with this idea, Hs578T triple-negative breast cancer cells, which behave like pericytes in our study [12], highly express multiple mesenchymal/pericyte/SMC markers, such as N-cadherin, PDGFRβ, NG2, SMA, myocardin, and smooth muscle protein 22α (SM22α or transgelin; also an established target of SRF) (Figure 3).
Figure 2. A simplified model of EPT regulation. EMT-inducing signaling causes epithelial cells to lose epithelial characteristics and acquire mesenchymal features. These two processes are largely independent of each other and governed by distinct transcriptional programs. The core EMT-TFs (Snail, Zeb, Twist) repress the epithelial phenotype and may promote tumor invasion and metastasis. Activation of the mesenchymal phenotype is at least in part mediated by the SRF transcription factor and its coactivators MRTFs, which are also central regulators of mural cells. Therefore, mesenchymal cells derived from EMT may inherently resemble pericytes and are able to associate with and stabilize blood vessels (this process is termed EPT). As EMT consists of a broad spectrum of intermediate phases, EPT is one of the EMT outputs. Improved pericyte coverage has been suggested to suppress tumor metastasis; therefore, EPT cancer cell-stabilized vasculature may impede metastatic spread of other cancer cells.

Figure 3. Cont.
Figure 3. Hs578T triple-negative breast cancer cells, which behave like pericytes [12], express high levels of mesenchymal/mural cell markers N-cadherin (A), PDGFRβ (B), NG2 (C), SMA (D), Myocardin (Myocd) (E), and SM22α (F). Hs578T cells also highly express pericyte markers RGS5 and Angiopoietin 1 (Angpt.1) (data not shown). Gene expression is based on the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) database. Each dot represents an established human cancer cell line.

4. EPT in Development and Cancer

Pericytes are heterogeneous. Normal pericytes from different tissues may display varying morphologies, express different markers, and have diverse developmental origins [13,14,18]. Nevertheless, EMT plays a critical role in pericyte development. During embryogenesis, pericytes of the head, thymus, and outflow tract of the aorta are mostly derivatives of neural crest cells of the neuroectoderm [14,45], which is a classical model of EMT [2,4]. Pericytes in the internal viscera (such as gut, liver, lung) originate from the mesothelium that undergoes EMT [14,46–48]. A recent study showed that a subset of cardiac mural cells are derived from endocardial ECs through endothelial-to-mesenchymal transition [49]. Based on their outcomes, such EMT or EMT-like events during embryonic development are essentially EPT.

Pericytes in tumor vasculature may have malignant origins. It was previously observed that certain malignant melanoma and glioma cells occupy the perivascular location and interact with the abluminal surface of blood vessels “without any evidence of intravasation” [50]. While such cancer cells were proposed to migrate along the vascular surface to spread to distant sites (i.e., extravascular metastasis) [51], their vascular association is reminiscent of pericytes. Melanoma is derived from melanocyte transformation and tends to reactivate the EMT program that has enabled their neural crest ancestors to migrate during embryonic development. Malignant gliomas are often mesenchymal [52]. It is plausible that these vascular-associating melanoma and glioma cells resemble post-EMT cells. More recently, multipotent glioma stem cells (GSCs) were shown to be able to transdifferentiate into pericytes/SMCs [53,54]. Such GSC-derived cells are recruited to ECs through stromal-derived factor 1 (SDF1)-CXCR4 signaling [53], which is involved in pericyte recruitment [55]. Given that the GSC differentiation process is induced by TGFβ [53], it may activate the EMT program as well. In our study, we detected EPT in a HER2 breast carcinoma [12]. Currently it is unknown how frequently spontaneous EMT occurs in human cancer. Since claudin-low and metaplastic breast cancer subtypes are enriched for malignant mesenchymal cells and show the EMT core signature [56,57], EPT may occur in these tumors. A subset of perivascular soft tissue tumors, including glomus tumor, myopericytoma, angioleiomyoma, and liposarcoma, exhibit pericyte marker expression and perivascular growth [58,59]. Most of these tumors are presumed to originate from pericytes. It remains to be determined whether EPT-like transforming mechanisms may also contribute to pericyte marker adoption in some tumors. Overall, EPT may significantly contribute to the development of both normal and tumor pericytes.
5. Prospective Significance of EPT in Cancer

5.1. EPT in Tumor Vascularization and Growth

Judah Folkman proposed that all tumors are dependent on angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels [60]. Tumor growth requires vascular support. Avascular tumors are severely restricted in their growth due to the lack of a stable blood supply. Cancer cells are often able to stimulate angiogenesis for expansion of tumor mass. Nascent vessels consisting of only ECs are unstable and ineffective. Pericyte coverage is critical for vascular maturation and stability. Tumor vasculature is commonly portrayed as poorly organized, constantly remodeling, and lacking appreciable pericyte coverage [61]. However, microscopic studies have revealed the nearly ubiquitous presence of pericytes on tumor vessels, although such pericytes are typically less abundant and more loosely attached to the vasculature in tumors than in normal tissues [62]. Nevertheless, the existence of vessel-associated pericytes is vital to tumors, as experimental evidence indicates that pericytes critically maintain the integrity and functionality of the tumor vasculature. Pharmacological blockade of pericyte recruitment or genetic ablation of host-derived pericytes reduces pericyte coverage, destabilizes blood vessels, and decreases tumor growth [13,63,64]. Moreover, knockout of NG2 in mice causes pericyte deficiency and poor vessel functionality in transplanted tumors, leading to reduced tumor expansion [17]. Finally, in tumor xenografts derived from cancer cells prone to undergo EMT, a substantial fraction of pericytes are post-EMT cancer cells, and depletion of such EMT cells impairs pericyte coverage and vessel integrity, leading to diminished tumor growth [12]. The result suggests that EPT critically contributes to tumor vascularization and growth.

Severely deficient pericyte coverage destabilizes the vasculature, increases interstitial fluid pressure, and enables cancer cells to transit into the circulatory system, thus facilitating metastatic dissemination. Pericyte coverage affects breast cancer metastasis [65]. Accordingly, improved pericyte coverage may suppress tumor intravasation and metastasis [63,66]. As EPT cancer cells function like pericytes to stabilize blood vessels, they may prevent other cancer cells from intravasation and hence inhibit blood-borne metastasis (Figure 2).

5.2. EPT in Resistance to Anti-Angiogenesis Therapy

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is perhaps the most important cytokine involved in tumor angiogenesis [67]. VEGF supports EC proliferation and survival. Vasculature lacking adequate pericyte coverage is vulnerable to VEGF inhibition. Anti-angiogenic therapies targeting VEGF reduce tumor vascularity and show therapeutic efficacy in human cancers, although the clinical benefits are modest and short-lived [63]. Pericytes are critical cell constituents of the tumor vasculature. Tumor pericytes express appreciable levels of VEGF and other trophic factors. Through direct support and/or paracrine interactions with ECs, pericytes mediate EC survival and protect ECs from VEGF blockade [63,68]. Tumor vessels with better pericyte coverage are less sensitive to anti-angiogenic treatment. Indeed, pericyte coverage accounts for the relative resistance of more mature vessels to VEGF withdrawal. As EPT increases pericyte coverage of the tumor vasculature, it may promote resistance to anti-angiogenic agents that target VEGF.

5.3. EPT in Resistance to Chemotherapy and Targeted Therapy

Conventional chemotherapy remains the backbone of treatment for most cancer patients, however, the effect is generally not long-lasting due to the emergence of drug resistance and tumor relapse. One major form of chemoresistance is attributed to EMT [7]. In tumor samples, population of residual cancer cells that survive after chemotherapy bear a gene signature with hallmarks of EMT [69,70]. Even in studies that EMT is dispensable for metastasis, the importance of EMT in chemoresistance is validated in mouse tumor models in vivo [9,10].

Activation of oncogenic pathways induces pro-growth and -survival signals on which tumors depend. This dependency of cancer cells on oncogenes, known as “oncogenic addiction”, has been
exploited in the development of targeted therapy drugs. One common means by which cancer cells resist molecularly targeted therapies involves their ability to switch to a new cell type that no longer relies on the oncogenic signaling pathway being targeted by the treatments. EMT represents such a phenotypic shift in cell state that allows cancer cells to bypass pathways targeted by therapy and survive therapeutic insult [4]. Non-small-cell lung carcinomas with activating mutations in epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) frequently respond to treatment with tyrosine kinase inhibitors targeting EGFR, but the responses are not durable, as tumors acquire resistance. An EMT event that switches EGFR to AXL receptor tyrosine kinase is responsible for acquired resistance to EGFR inhibition [71–73].

EMT indeed dramatically rewires signaling pathways in cancer cells [23–28]. For instance, through the EMT process, mouse mammary epithelial tumor cells downregulate HER2 and EGFR, but upregulate PDGFRs, AXL, MET, CXCR4, etc. [23]. Consistent with the receptor changes, pre- and post-EMT cells exhibited differential responsiveness to mitogenic signals and therapeutic agents [23]. PDGFRβ expression levels correlate with tumor growth, drug resistance, and poor clinical outcomes [74]. AXL is aberrantly overexpressed in mesenchymal cells and in tumor cells refractory to therapy, and potently promotes cancer cell survival and resistance to both chemotherapy and targeted therapy [75–78]. Moreover, inappropriate activation of MET and CXCR4 is frequently implicated in resistance to conventional and targeted therapies and contributes to tumor relapse [79,80].

However, altering the landscape of receptors in EMT cells alone is insufficient to confer survival and therapy resistance, the availability of cognate ligands determines whether the newly acquired receptors and downstream signaling cascades are activated. It has been recognized that capillary ECs are not just passive conduits for delivering blood. They indeed form vascular niches that produce a variety of growth factors, cytokines, and extracellular matrix components, which are defined collectively as “angiocrine factors” [81]. The angiocrine factors act in a paracrine manner to activate survival signaling and protect responsive cells in their vicinity. It has been well established that vascular niches in the bone marrow provide a sanctuary for subpopulations of leukemic cells to resist chemotherapy-induced death [82–84]. Many EMT-acquired receptors can recognize EC-derived angiocrine factors. PDGF, HGF and SDF1 can activate PDGFRβ, MET and CXCR4, respectively. GAS6 is a major ligand for AXL and is present in plasma [85].

EPT enables cancer cells to occupy the periendothelial compartments, associate with blood vessels, and express cognate receptors for angiocrine factors. Therefore, EPT cancer cells are primed to respond to pro-survival signals from blood vessels and withstand the cytotoxic effects from the treatment. EPT cancer cells may have acquired stemness-like attributes during EMT [6], which may further be sustained by EC-derived angiocrine signals in the vascular niche. By contrast, non-EPT cells do not share the same receptor repertoire and/or proximity to blood vessels, and thus fail to receive the protection by vascular niches. Through the functional interactions with vascular ECs, EPT cancer cells may gain a selective survival advantage to resist chemotherapy and targeted therapy [86].

6. Conclusions

Through the EMT reprogramming process, epithelial cells shed epithelial characteristics and/or acquire mesenchymal properties. The two events may occur independently and each to varying extents. Therefore, EMT consists of a broad spectrum of intermediate phenotypes between the completely epithelial state and the completely mesenchymal state. The outputs of EMT are heterogeneous. Cancer cells undergoing partial EMT may acquire enhanced metastatic potential, whereas cancer cells with full EMT (in particular acquiring an SRF-driven mesenchymal phenotype) may instead resemble pericytes to stabilize tumor vasculature. Such EPT cells may be protected by the vascular niche, thus gaining increased therapy resistance and contributing to tumor relapse.
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